PRACTICE - Identify the key points you want to share. Then practice saying them out loud.
In particular be really confident with your opening lines as these will help your confidence
and set the tone for the rest of the conversation,

IT'S SO HARD TO SHARE
MY THOUGHTS PUBLICLY.

VISUALISE – Imagine yourself in the situation, it’s going perfectly, people are responding
exactly as you want them to. Notice how you are feeling, let your confidence grow. Go
through the sequence of events and notice the small details. Return to this visualisation
just before the event occurs in real life.
WARREN NEWMAN, ENTREPRENEUR
MOTIVATIONAL IMAGERY– Think back to a similar situation in the past when you have
felt nervous and been outside of your comfort zone and you manage to get through it.
Recall the feelings of winning and the relief and how proud you felt when you realised you
had overcome it.
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DON'T
POSITIVE AFFIRMATIONS – If your negative mindset kicks in telling you that you are going
to fail,
that you will HOW
embarrass yourself
that you will be found
out as a fraud, write down
KNOW
TO ATTRACT
OR
the negative statement your mind is telling you. Physically put a line through it and write a
BUILD
AUDIENCE.
positive
statementAN
to replace
it, read this statement out loud, place it in prominent places
and say it out loud particularly just before your event.
LAURA HUGHES, DATA ANALYST
GAIN PERSPECTIVE – Consider how big a deal this is in the great scheme of life. If I don’t
get the job does it really matter, there will be something better around the corner. If my
blind date doesn’t turn up so what – they obviously don’t know what they are missing out
on and are not right for me. If I don’t pass this exam is it really the end of the world, no I
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so what game, so what if this doesn't happen to gain perspective.
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IN THE MOMENT
TECHNIQUES

BREATHE - Taking deep breaths has an instant calming effect. Not only are you getting
oxygen to the brain which will help you focus, the slower pace tricks the body into
thinking you are in a calmer state. Just before you start take 1 to 2 minutes to focus on
your breathing. Try this, breathe in for 4 , hold for 4, breathe out for 4, hold for 4. If
you find those nerves creeping back during your meeting, when you have a natural
pause return to your breathing, change your stance and make eye contact.
SMILE - Smiling is a natural relaxant as it sends positive chemicals through your body.
Just before you are about to start, take a deep breath, make eye contact and smile. This
will give you time to adjust to your surrounding, show your audience that you are ready
and help build rapport.
CREATE A POSITIVE MIND - Just before you start think back to that positive statement
you created, repeat it several times and take a moment to visualise your perfect
scenario, this will help get your mindset into a positive state.
WATER - if you find your throat gets dry make sure you have water on standby. You
can use this as a trick to slow yourself down or to give your self a moment by taking a
small amount of water.
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ADMIT YOUR NERVES-If your feel the situation is right tell someone you are nervous,
We all experience nerves and most people will want to reassure you and help you feel
comfortable. You are nervous because you perceive this event as important and that
can be a good thing to admit.

